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A sociolinguist who has gatheredso much data that it hasbecomedifficult to

make senseof the raw observationsmay turn to graphical presentation,and

to descriptivestatistics,techniquesfor distilling a collection of data into a few

key numerical values,allowing the researcherto focus on specific,meaningful

properties of the data set (see lohnson in press).

However, a sociolinguist is rarely satisfied with a mere snapshot of

linguistic behavior, and desires not just to describe, but also to evaluate

hypotheses about the connections between linguistic behavror, speakers,

and society. The researcherbegins this processby gathering data With the

potential to falsify the hypothesesunder consideration (e.g.,Lucas, Bayley,

8r Valli 2001:43). A sociolinguist who suspects that women and men 111a

certain speechcommunity differ in the rate at which they realize the final

consonant of a word ending in <ing> with coronal [n] rather than velar

[1]] would collect tokens of these words in the speech of women and men,

recording which variant wasused. While this data, in the form of a descrip—

tive statistic or an appropriate graph, could suggestthat women differ from

men in the rate at which they use these competing variants, these tech,

niques cannot exclude the possibility that this difference is due to random

fluctuations. inferential statistics allow the researcherto compute the prob-

ability that a
hypothesized property of the data is due to chance, and to

estimate the magnitude of the hypothesized effect.
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Statistical inferences may not be valid, however, if the assumptions such

techniquesmake are inappropriatefor the data.This chaptercomparesinferen-
tial methods for sociolinguisticdata in terms of theseassumptions.

THE ELEMENTS 0F QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Thesample.The data under investigation is necessarilyfinite. If it comesfrom
the spontaneousspeechof a speechcommunity, a single interview makes up
only a tiny fraction of any speaker’slifetime of language,and there are usu-
ally many more speakerswho could havebeen interviewed but were not. The

sameconcernsapply to experimental data gathering, where there are always

morepossiblesubjectsto run or stimuli to present,Inferential statisticsusesthe
finite samplegatheredby the researcherto generatea model of the population
of all relevantlinguistic behaviorin a speechcommunity.

Hypothesistesting.Becauseof the variable nature of linguistic phenom-

ena,it is alwayspossiblethat the samplediffers quantitatively from the popue
lation, evenunder careful random sampling. The sociolinguist seeksto infer
whether the patterns observedin the sample are likely to generalizeto the
population, but the women in a sample,for instance, may not be representa—
tive of the women in the population. The possibility that a pattern, usually an
observeddifference, in the sampledoesextend to the population is called the
alternative hypothesis,whereasthe opposing view that there is no real differ—

ence to be discoveredin the population is the null hypothesis.For example,
if a sociolinguist is interested in the associationbetween genderand speech
rate, then the null hypothesis is that speechrate is constant acrossgenders,
and the alternative hypothesis is that the speechrate differs betweenwomen
and men. lnferential methods provide a way to summarize the sampledata

asa test statistic (e.g.,a Z-score, t—statistic,F—statistic,or chi-squarestatistic),
then compute the probability, henceforth the p-value, that a test statistic as
large or larger would haveoccurred under the null hypothesis (i.e., no differ—

encein the population).
Although this threshold is arbitrary, a result wherep < 0.05 is generally

labeled statistically significant in the s0cia] Sciences,meaning that the null
hypothesis is rejected.When comparing two samplemeans,p < 0.05indicates
that a difference of such size and consistencywould be observedin no more
than 5 percentof samplesif it wereactually spuriouswith respectto the popu—
lation.‘ in the foregoingexample,the alternativehypothesisonly requiresthat
there be somedifferencebetweengroups, but in practice it is common to use
the difference estimatedfrom the sampleas a measureof the populationelevel
difference.
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This notion of statistical significance,sinceit is sensitiveto the amount of

dataasmuch asto the magnitudeof the effect.doesnot alwaysmean the result

should be of interest, as the label “significant” might suggest.Researcherswho

discovera large effect that falls short of the significancethreshold may modify

the alternative hypothesis for later statistical testing, or they may chooseto

forgo further investigationof an effect that is statistically significant but which

hasa vanishingly small effect on the outcomes.

Some Frequently V iolated Assumptions

An inferential statistical model relies on a set of assumptionsthat allow the

researcher,generallywith help from a computer,to calculatea test statistic and

p-value from a set of data; the responsibility of making assumptionsthat are

appropriatefor the data falls to the researcher.

The random sample.In sociolinguistic studies, the contentsof the sample

are shapedby conveniencefactors, such as speakers’willingness to be interv

viewed or participate in an experiment. When the presenceor absenceof a

particular type of speakeror subject is correlatedwith some other factor of

interest—forinstance,a researcherinterestedin stigmatizedspeechmayunfor-

tunately discover that low-prestigespeakersare the least likely to agreeto an

interview with a stranger—thenthe samplewill not provide a good estimateof

the rate at which the stigmatizedvariant is used in the speechcommunity. If

such information is desired,the researchermay deploy proportional stratified

sampling(e.g.,Cedergren1973);if the population consistsof middleaclaSsspeak-

ers,who account for 25percentof the population, and working classspeakers,

accounting for the remaining 75 percent, the researcherensuresthat this 1:3

ratio of middle—to working—classspeakers{and tokens} is also found in the

sample.
The omitted variableproblem. No one predictor is ever sufficient to fully

determine all the variation observedin a languagesampie (Bayley2002:118).

While it is in some senseimpossible to include every predictor that might

be relevant to the outcomesof interest, a statistical model is of little use for

inferring a causalconnectionbetweenpredictors and outcomesif one or more

important predictors have been omitted, For instance, consider a study that

attemptsto assessthe relative influencesof grammatical categoryand phonor

logical context on a variable processof consonantdeletion. If the researcher

tests the grammatical categoryand phonologicalcontext separately,and finds

that both are significant, it doesnot entail that both thesepredictorsare inde-

pendentlyaffecting the rate of deletion.

Regressionmodels,discussedbelow.areperpetually popular tools in socioe

linguistics becausethey provide an easyway to control for this effect by specie

fying multiple predictors for a model. It is common to find that two predictors

areboth significant predictorsof the outcomeby themselves,but when they are
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combinedin the sameregressionmodel, only one of the two tag, phonological
context)is significant the other predictor (cg, grammatical category)is said to
havebeensuppressedleg, Tagliamonte& Templezoos).Sucha situation could

arise if the two predictors are correlated, for example,if certain grammati-
cal categoriestend to co-occur with certain phonologicalcontexts (e.g.,Bybee

2002-.275i), but; if grammatical category itself has no additional effect on the

rate of deletion.

Multicollineariry ofpredictors. It mayhoweverbe the casethat multiple pre—
dictors stand in a causalrelationshipwith the outcome(e.g.,both phonological

contextand grammatical categoryincreaserate of deletion), and this must be
distinguishedfrom the abovescenario.Unfortunately,carelesslyincluding every
availablepredictor is not a helpful for drawing this distinction. Multivariate
statistical methods assumethat the predictors are “orthogonal,” that is, fully
independentof each other. The parametersof a model that includes multicol—

linear (i.e., strongly nonorthogonal) predictors are highly unstable and greatly
influencedby small fluctuations in the data. German (2010)gives an example
Ofa spurioussociolinguistic finding due to multicollinearity betweenmeasures
of socioeconomicstatus,and demonstratesthe method of residualiaation,one

wayto eliminate multicollinearity amongpredictors.
Independenceof outcomes.Ordinary regressionmodels make a strong

assumption that once the predictors are taken into account, the outcomes
themselvesare mutually independent.Sinceit is standard,both in the field and
the laboratory, to gather many data points from eachspeakeror subject, this

assumptionis frequently violated in practice.The questionof whether an effect

of genderin the sampleis generalizableto the population is potentially of great
sociolinguistic interest. To determine this fact, it is necessaryto distinguish
betweena gendereffect in the population and the presencein the sampleof a
few speakerswho just happen to be male and furthermore are “outliers” from
the rest of the sample;erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis in this latter

caseis known as Type I error. Thesetwo possibilities cannot easilybe teased

apartunlessthe effectsof genderand speakercanbe modeledsimultaneously.
Insofar as speakersbelonging to the samespeechcommunity may differ in

the ratesat which they usedifferent variants, evenafter gender,age,and social

statusaretaken into account(Guy 1980,1991:5),speakeridentity is a strongpref
dictor of linguistic behavior,one that is desirableto model. Yet. all tokens of a
singlespeakercollectedat a single time arealsotokensof the samegender,etc;
every token from “CelesteS.” also has the samevalue for the genderpredictor
(“female"), age (45), etc, and thus speaker identity fully determines these other

predictors.Random effects,describedlater.provide a principled solution to the
problemscreatedby this nesting.without giving rise to multicollinearitv.

Dicltoiomization and categorization.it is all too frequent that a
researcher

gathersobservations—whetherpredictors or outcomesion a continuous or
integer scale,but converts these values to a few—valued(often binary) coding
beforeperforming statisticalanalysis.While there is occasionallya good reason
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to treat data that are naturally manpvalued as a fewvvalueciscale} it usually

increasesthe chanceof Type ll error, the error of failing to reject the null

hypothesis in the casewhen this nuli hypothesisis in fact false (Cohen1983).

If a researcherposits a soundchangein progressin a speechcommunity, then

a 78—yeareoldspeakershouldbe lessadvancedwith respectto this changethan

a 60-year»oldspeaker,but if these two speakersare placed together into the

“60 yearsof ageand older” bin, this trend is treatedas noise rather than being

credited to the alternativehypothesisof an ageeffect.

This example highlights another point: binning usually requires the

researcherto arbitrarily choosethe number and location of the cutpointts)

between bins, and these decisionshave unpredictable effects on the results

that obtain. One reasonthis binning is so commonly seenin sociolinguistics

is the “founder effect” of VARBRUL and its descendants,which require both

outcomes and predictors to be categorical. However, it is incorrect to assume

that VARBRUL’Sfeaturesetdelimits the set of possiblesociolinguisticanalyses,

and the useof continuouspredictors and/or outcomesin sociolinguisticsdates

back at least as far as Lennig’s (1978')study of variation in the Parisian vowel

system.
Another reasonthat some researchersare wiliing to bin continuous data

is that the most basic useof a continuous predictor in regressionassumesthat

the predictor and the outcomestand in a relationship that is monotonic, and

more specifically, linear. A clear example of a relationship that violates this

assumptionis the one that holds betweenthe useof stablesociolinguisticvari-

ablesand social class,which a number of studieshave found to be curvilin—

ear,with interior socialclassesusing the highest ratesof a nonstandardvariant

of a stable linguistic variable (Labov 2001: 3if.). In such cases, the appropriate

responseto this problem,though, is not ad hoc dichotomization, but rather for

the researcherto explorethe relationshipsobservedin the data (e.g.,by plotting

the predictor and outcome),and choosingappropriate“transformations” of the

data so that the linearity assumptionis satisfied.

In manycases,the hypothesisunder considerationwill determinean appro-

priate transformation.For example,the exemplartheory of lenition (e.g.,Bybee

2002)predicts a relationshipbetweenthe logarithm of word frequencyand the

rate of lenition, and thus a researcherwho wishesto evaluatethis hypothesis

must convert word frequency to a log scale before modeling. Harrell (2001:

16—26)providesa usefuldiscussionof transformationsfor regressionmodeling.

Summary
lnferential analysis allows for hypothesis testing, but there are many common

pitfalls. The rest of the chapter outlines what we consider the best practices

for analyzing the most common types of sociolinguistic data. The next two

sectionsdescribethe analysisof binary and mnltinomiul outcomes(categorical
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la ,1 f E. _ . . . .. .y i ables mth more than two values). Ihe followmg section considers methods

or continuous outcomes, With a focus on acoustic measurements of vowels The

concluding sectiondiscussessomerecent trends in the field of statisticsof rel-

evanceto sociolinguists.
‘

METHODS FOR BINARY VARIABLES

Interpreting Cross-Tabulations

Many quantitativesociolinguisticstudiescomparetwo distinct discrete sen ,
tlcally equivalentvariants in complementarydistribution.

: 3 mm

The“clii—squaretest.In November1962,William Labovelicitedtokensof the
phrase fourth floor" from employeesin three Manhattan

department
stores

for the purposeof studying the social stratification of post—vocalicr realizati

in New York City. While this original study (Labov2006:chapter4)
first och“

lished in 1966, does not include any inferential statistics, the
cross:tabul:i)tio-

of the data (e.g., r-full vs. r-less tokens by store) lends itself to a Sim le
stat'11

tical test. Consider the null hypothesisthat there are no
differencespbetwelesf

the employeesof the three department stores, chosen to representthe
clas:

spectrum in New York. The employeesat middleeclassMacy’s pronounce
post-vocalic r in 125 tokens, and do not in 211 tokens; r is present ‘ aerc t

of the time (: 125/336).At working-class department store 5. Klein’s
3einI

10
ten

only have 21 tokens of post-vocalic r and 195 tokens where it is
nbt riliiiteis

for a 10percent rate of r presence.Saks,the department storerepresentino
the;

upperclass,hasa 48 percentrate of 1‘presence.To computethe
probabilitfth'

effect is due to chance,thesecounts are used to computea test statistic
call 1:

Pearson’s chi-square: the value obtained is 73.365.We then compute the
l:

ability of a test statisticof this sizeor larger being obtained for a sam le
112::

Sizesimply by chanceusing the two-tailed chi—squaredistribution
Tffe 131 15

representingthis possibility is p : LIE-16,indicating that there
is. oodPre'isue

to I’CJECithe null hypothesisthat there are no differencesin
the Erealizdt'on

:Iarlipnlgtléegdifferentdepartmentstores,and the averageratesof 1‘
presenceiii:

u (
. . . . .

.
‘

highe::eUCi:ydCil<:a:t:e:-hatpost-vocalic r is realized more often by speakers from

Fisher’sexact test, The chi—squaretest is not very appropriate for small
:Eiounts {ofd‘a‘tassinceit is basedonan approximation that is true under the

Viously false assumption of an mfinite sample; the accuracy of this test is

gone :5 the samplegrows smaller. For this reason,We
favors related

tech:

que nown as ["lShCIs exact test, which computes the ”exact" (i.e. correct)
P-Valueeven for small data sets.AS is sometimesthe case,the

Fisher
pevalue
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is somewhat smaller than the Pearson chi—squarep—value{p : 1.4er18),but it

is always more precise.The Fisher p—valueis often difficult to compute by

hand, but since it can be computed for huge data setsby a modern computer

in the blink of an eye, it should alwaysbe used rather than the chi—square

test. Table 11.1showsthe results of applying the chi-square and exact test to

two other contrasts in Labor’s data. First, Labor feigned misunderstanding

after the first “fourth floor,” usually causing the speakerto repeat him—or

herself, to obtain more data in a more careful speechstyle. Secondly,Labov

recorded whether each token comesfrom “fourth” or “floor." These results

are summarized in table 11.1;word and department store are significant pre-

dictors, but the repetition contrast is not.

SimpleLogistic Regression

Becauseof the potential for omitted variablebias discussedabove,it is prefer—

ablewheneverpossibleto considerthe relativecontributions of multiple predicr

tors in a single model. While the departmentstore data is relativelybalanced,

the p—valuesobtained from using a univerinte method like the Fisherexacttest

maybe inaccuratewhen this is not the case.Logisticregression,which predicts

binary outcome using one or more independent predictorts), and which will be

familiar to many readersasthe model underlying VARBRUL,is the appropriate

model in this case.
What to include.In the logistic regressionmodel, the outcomeis either r or

zero; the predictors, all categorical,are word (“fourth” vs. “floor”), repetition

(first vs. second), and store (Saks vs. Macy’s vs. S. Klein’s}. Modern regression

software also allows the user to include what are generally called interaction

effects,predictors that are derived from the combinations of other predictors.

Table 11.1. New York City department store (r) cross-tabulation, chi—square,

and Fisher exact test

xi 1‘ a zero at]r pivalue pevaluc

(chi-square) (Fisher exact)

S. Klein’s 21 195 9.7 1.2e716 1.4018

Macys 19.5 211 7.1

Saks 85 93 47.8

“fourth” 87 3.95 12.8 1.4e-o7 1.2e—o7

" loor" 143 .104 41.2

first repetition 136 311 29,7- o.187 0.162

second 9.4 177 34.7

repetition
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in this case, an interaction between word and department store allows the

researcher to probe whether, in addition to any differences between “fourth"

and “floor” and the different department stores,there is any difference in the

differencebetween“fourth” and “floor" acrossthe different department.stores.
For example. is “fourth” versus “floor” at Saks different from “fourth" versus
“floor” at S. Klein’s?There is no obvious reasonto hypothesizesuch an inter

action in this case,but it is included for the purpose of demonstration. The
resultsfrom fitting this model, which reports numbers in a form that will be
familiar both to users of VARBRUL and other software packages(who may
know log-odds as betas, coef■cients, or estimates) are given in table 11.2.

In this model, absenceof r is treatedas rule application, so an increasein
the log-oddsor the weightsindicatesfewerr’s. Inst aswasthe casefor the tini—
variate testsmentioned earlier, there is strong support for differencesbetween

storesand the two words. The effect of repetition is approachingsignificance,

with the sec0nd repetition being more likely to contain an overt 1‘than the

first, but is just short of the standardthresholdof 0.05.Among the interaction

terms, which taken together are nonsignificant, there is one suggestivetrend:
“fourth” has more r than “floor” at S.Klein’s,but the pattern is reversedat the
other two department stores.

This raisesan important question:how doesone decide which predictors

to include and which to omit? A useful procedure,adaptedfrom Gelman and
Hill (2.007:69), is as follows. The initial model should include any predictors

Table11.2.New York City department store (1')fixed-effects logistic

regression

log-odds weight p—value

(intercept) 0.910 0.713 8.3e-19

S, Klein’s 1.304 0.787 1.2019

Saks —0.875 0.294

Macy’s —0.428 0.395

"floor" 70.444 0.391

“fourth” 0.444 0.609 8.2009

first repetition 0.166 0.541 0.065

second repetition 41.166 0.459

S. Klein’s and “fourth" —o,239 0,441 0.3.41

5. Klein’s and "floor” 0.139 0.559

Macy’s and "fourth” 0.061 0.515

Macy's and "floor” —0.061 0.485

Saks and "lourth" 0.17," 0.544

Saks and rfloor" 70.177 0.441
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the experimenterhasrecordedand thinks might influence the outcomes.After

the model is fit, the predictorsare assessedin the following manner:

1. if a predictor is not statistically significant, but the estimate(or factor

weight) goesin the expecteddirection, leaveit in the model.

If a predictor is not statisticaily significant, and the estimategoesin an
unexpecteddirection, consider removing it from the model.

If a predictor is statistically significant, but the estimategoesin an
unexpecteddirection, reconsiderthe hypothesisand considermore data

to
D

J

and input variables.

4. if a predictor is statistically significant. and the estimategoesin the

expecteddirection, leaveit in the model.

The resulting regressionmodel supports the Fisher exact test observa—

tions in the sensethat the samepredictors are significant, but we seethat the

department-storepvvalueis now evensmaller.indeed, in the absenceof multi-

collinearity, thep—valueof a givenvariableusually becomessmallerwhen other

relevantpredictorsare taken into account.
On stepwise techniques. This technique of allowing prior assumptions to

guide variableselection,and potentially reporting non-significant effects,con-

trastswith the useof automatedstepwisemodel selectiontechniques,suchas is

found in VARBRUL, which may be familiar to many sociolinguistsbut which

are the target of derision by many statisticians (e.g., Harrell 2001: 56, 79f).

Stepsupproceduresare subject to the problem of omitted variablebias previ

ously discussed.Steprdownproceduresdo not suffer from this problem,asthey

begin with a full model (containing all the predictors),but there is no compelr

ling reasonthe researchershouldn’t stop there. If a predictor actually has a
small effect, it is beneficial,and if it doesnot, it doesno harm. In contrast,the

coefficientsof any marginally significant predictor that are retainedby stepwise

methodsarebiasedupwards in comparison.
Nesting and regression.The previous model measured a sociolinguistic

variable’s distribution according to department store, the grammar-internal

effects of different phonologicai context (“fourth” vs. “floor”), and contrasts

with respect to style (repetition). Since there are no more than four tokens

per speaker, and 264 speakers in the sample, there is no reason to believe

that somespeakeroutlier is driving the trend: even if some speakersin this

sampledo differ drastically from the rest of the population in their usageof

post—vocalicr, one can no more detect these outliers in this data than one
could reasonablyassesswhether a coin is or is not fair after flipping it only

four times. since evena fair coin will comeout all headsor all tails 12.5per—

cent of the time.
As mentioned above, it is generally understood that speakersmay dii‘i

fer from each other in their overall rates of usage of different variants.

What has not been as widely acknowledged is that this means when there

are many tokens per speaker in the sample. that the differences between
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speakersmust be modeled in order to satisfy the assumption of independent
outcomes(seeabove).As already mentioned, the abovefixedeeffectslogistic
regression models do not provide any appropriate solution to the nesting
between speaker and other demographic factors. One method to deal with

this probiem is to compute separate models by speaker,and then perform
inferenceover the coefficients of the individual models (e.g..Gelman & Hiil
2007: chapter 12; Rousseau 8: Sankoff 1978; Guy 1980), but this does not
allow us to constrain speakersfrom the same speechcommunity to behave
the samewith respect to grammaticai constraints on variation, despite our
strong bias that speakersfrom the samecommunity share these constraints
{Guy 1980)

Mixed—effectsRegression
Mixed—effectsmodels(Pinheiro & Bates2000)are a recentinnovation in regres
sion which allow for, in addition to the familiar stratum of fixed-effectspredicw
tors, a set of predictors called random effectsproviding a natural solution to
the nesting problem. An advantageof the mixedreffectsmodel is that in most
casesit returns more accuratepvvaluescomparedto a fixed—effectsmodel that
ignores nesting.

Random intercepts.The simplest type of mixed—effectsmodel augmentsa
standardregressionwith a random intercept,which is a predictor consisting of

many levels (suchas unique identifiers for the different speakersin the same
ple). During model fitting, the variance attributable to different levels of the
random intercept is estimated,and eachlevel of the random—effectspredictor
is mappedonto this normai distribution in a way that preservesthe essential
insight that speakersare otherwise the same. This is particularly useful for
measuringthe differencesbetweenspeakerswhen a researcheris interestedin
social factors like gender or ethnicity in a nesting relationship with speaker
identity.

Another application of random intercepts is to model word-level effects.
One may have a null hypothesisthat once phonological context, grammatical
effects, and so on, are controlled for, there is no effect of word identitv on
sociophoneticvariables,but there are many reports of purely lexical effects

in
variation (e.g.,Neu 1980:50).However,words and grammatical categorymaybe
in a nesting relationship,making word identity a good candidatefor a random
intercept.

An advantage of the mixedleffects model is that in many cases, it returns

reduced,and more accurate,significance levels (i.e., smaller pevalues)com,
pared to a fixedeeffectsmodel that ignores byesubjectand byword grouping.
This can be illustrated using data on the English of adolescentPolish immi»
grants in the United Kingdom collected by Schleel‘,Clark, and Meyerhoff
(2011);here,the focusis a subsetof their samplegatheredin London. The data
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consists of 925 tokens of the variable (ing) from 21 speakers and representing

123word types. This variable concernsthe realization of the final consonant

in word-final <ing> sequences.in addition to the velar nasaland coronal nasal

articulations included here, the data also contains a third category,where the

variable is realized with an oral velar stop (e.g., {inkl}. Henceforth, this final

variant is ignored, leaving 718tokens from 21speakers.

Despite the modest size of the data set, a fixedreffects regression identi—

fies three significant betweenewordpredictors (preceding phonological seg-

ment, grammatical category, and lexical frequency) and three significant

betweenespeakerpredictors (gender, English proficiency level. and friend

ship network), summarized in table 11.3.The fixed-effects model finds all

six of these predictors highly significant One surprising effect is that, while

a higher degree of English proficiency results in a higher rate of the come

nal variant, speakerswith a mostly Polish friendship network are also more

likely to use the coronal variant than those with a mixed or mainly English

network. One might have expected that both these predictors were imper—

fect measuresof the speaker’scontact with first—languageEnglish, and thus

would pattern together.
The effect of the remaining betweenrspeakerpredictor, gender, is also

surprising. Whereas men generally use more of a stigmatized variant than

women (Labov 2001: 9.64), Polish women (22 percent coronal tokens from

12females) favor the stigmatized coronal variant more than men {9 percent
coronal tokens from nine men). While this different in rate is somewhat

small in absolute terms, the fixed—effectsmodel treats gender as significant

(p : 0.015).

The addition of random intercepts for speakerand lexical item results in

somewhatdifferent patterns of significance.All three of the between—wordpre-

dictors are still found to be significant {the reportedsignificancelevelsarenow
roughly p = 0.001instead of severalorders of magnitude smaller), indicating

that the effectsare unlikely to be due only to propertiesof individual words in

the sample.However,as shownin table 11.3,none of the three between-speaker

predictors reachessignificance,and one cannot reject the null hypothesisthat

they haveno effect on ting).
Randomslopes.Whereasthe random interceptsusedaboveadjustthe mod—

el's predictions for any speakeror word, mixedueffectsmodelscan also include

random slopes.Thesecan be used.for example,to allow speakersnot only to
differ in the rate at which they use a variant, but also to differ in the size of the

effect of between-wordconstraints, such as phonologicalcontext. While there

may be a null hypothesis that such differencesare not present in the speech

community once per—speakerinterceptsare properly accountedfor, mixedretl

fects modelsare capableof testing this null hypothesiswithout elevating it to

the level of a potentially dangerousassumption.Random interceptsand slopes

are of particular use for modeling the resultsof laboratory experimentswhere
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Table 11.3. Polish English (ing) in London fixed-effects and mixedveffects

logistic regression

Fixed-effects model Mixed-effects model

log-odds pevalue log-odds p—value

(intercept) 4.828 4.7e—14 —3.106 8.1e»08

lexical frequency 0.978 2.0e708 1.215 3.29e705

{10g}

noun —o.532 6.3e705 —0.716 0-004

verb 0,357 1.214

gerund 0.001 0.173

adjective 0.924 71.204

preposition 0.193 0.158

discourse marker 71,446 40.622

preceding apical —o.530 1.76705 41.5912 7.7eeo4

consonant

precedingdorsal 1.002 1.215
consonant

other preceding -0.472 r0622

consonant

male —0.54y 1,9eeo4 ~0.381 o.r85

female 0.547 0.381

little English proficiency —0.187 1.5ev06 —0.132 0.260

good English proficiency no.678 —0.584

very good English 0.865 0,717

proficiency

mostly Polish friendship 0.648 0.029 0.683 0.445

network

mixedfriendship 0.266 0.286
network

mostly English #0914 ~o.969

friendshipnetwork

subjects,stimuli, and conditions may all interact (cg, Baayen,Davidson, 8:

Bates 2008; German 2009).

Summary
This section has described the application of univariate and multivariate tech

niquesto modeling the predictors of the classicvariety of sociolinguistic vari-

able,binary outcomesin complementarydistribution.
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METHODS FOR MULTINOMIAL VARIABLES

For binary outcomes, logistic regression is the tool of choice. However, a socia

olinguistic variable may be categorical,but have more than two variants in
competition, as is the case with many consonantal variables In some cases, a

prior theory of the variable may make it reasonableto model thesealternatives

with separatebinary logistic regressions.However,if the hierarchical structure
of the variable is not absolutelyclear, then the appropriatetool is multinominl

logistic regression.In its most common implementation,this method does110th;

ing more than fit multiple logistic models to the data simultaneously.However.

if there is a natural ordering to the variants, and additional assumptionsare
reasonable, it is pOSsible to fit a more constrained (and thus more powerful)

model, ordinal logisticregression.
To illustrate these assumptions, we consider 8071 tokens of post—vocalic r

gatheredin Gretna, Scotland,one of the four communities investigatedby the

Accent and Identity on the ScottisheEnglishBorder (AISEB) project (Llamas

2010).The quality of the r sound was given a narrow transcription, but herewe
collapsethe observationsinto three categories:taps/trills, approximants,and

zero,3Sincepost-vocalicr is disappearingin apparenttime in Gretnaimoving

awayfrom a Scottishstandardand toward an English one—thechangecan be

thought of as a lenition processwith a natural ordering: tap/trills > approximr

ants > zero,and thus is a candidatefor ordinal logistic regression.

To check the assumptionsof a proportional odds ordinal logistic regres—
sion model, an unorderedmultinomial logistic regressionis appliedto the data.

This model includes three binary external predictors: agegroup (older,57432,

vs. younger, 15—27),gender (female vs. male), and social class (middle class vs.

working class).The 4.0Gretna speakersare a balancedsampleof theseexter—
nal predictors,with five speakersbelonging to eachof the eight combinations

of thesethree externalpredictors. Internal predictors relating to syllablestress,
speechstyle,and the identity of the precedingand following segmentsare also

included. Theseare nuisancevariables,meaning that we wish to control for

their effects to preventomitted variable bias,but they are not the focusof this

investigationand their effectswill not he discussed.For the three externalpre—
dictors, the multinomial regressionproducestwo interceptsand six coefficients.

Sinceeachspeakerin the sampleproducesmany tokens,a mixed—effectsmodel

with a per—subjectintercept would be ideal, but at the time of writing we are

unawareof any softwarethat fully supportsmixed~effectsmultinomial models.

For this reason,table11.4reports the log-odds,but not the potentially mislead

ing p-values.
The three—valuedoutcome has one baselinecategory,here the most cone

servativevariant: taps/trills. Each-predictor is associatedwith two coefficients,

one for approximants,and onefor zeros.The first coefficient,for approximants,
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Table11.4.Gretna (r) unordered multinomial logistic regression(external
effectsonly)

Logeodds LDgel'idflb

(approximantvs. tap/trill) (zero\‘s. tap/trill)
(intercept) 1.601 3.209

younger 0.605 1.377

older 70.605 71.377

male 43,457 ■oaoz
female 0.437 0.502

working class vo.oz4 70.052
middle class 0.024 0.051

representsthe estimatedadjustment,in that environment,to the log-oddsof an
approximantoccurring insteadof a tap or trill. The coefficientfor zerorepresents
the adjustmentto the log-oddsof a zerooccurring insteadof a tap or trill.

The modeloutput contains two interceptterms, 2.601for approximantsand
3.209for zeros.The numbersare relatedto the raw proportions of the response
categoriesiés percent taps/trills, 33.3 percent approximants, and 60.3 percent
zero—wbutadjustedto representthe mean over all the possiblecells formed by
the predictor variables.

The two coefficients for female gender, 0.457 for approximants and 0.502
for zeros, indicate that these two variants are approximatelyequally favored
by femalesas opposedto taps/trills. A cross-tabulationshowsthe samefact:
overall, femalesproducedonly 4.3percent taps/trills while malesproduced 8.4
percent.(Note that genderhas little effect on the contrast betweenapproxime
ants and zeros, a fact which will be important later.)

The coefficients for the younger age group, 0.605 for approximants, and 1.377
for zeros,indicatethat youngerspeakersfavor approximantsovertaps/trills even
morethanolderspeakersdo,and that youngerspeakersfavorzerosovertaps/wills
much more than older speakersdo. The coefficientsfor socialclassShowonly a
small effect in the expecteddirection: the middle classfavorsmore advanced,
lenited forms,while the working classpreservesmore traditional variants.

Someof the coefficients of this mode] suggestthe data does not satisfy
the proportional oddsassumptionof the ordinal logistic regressionmodel. The
ordinal regressiondivides the three—outcomevariation into two cut-points:
taps/triils versus {approximaiits, zeros} and {tapsftrills, approximauts} versus
zeros.An ordinal model with proportional odds assumesthat the predictors
affect both of thesecut—pointsidentically, so there will be only one coefficient
for eachbinary predictor, rather than ((7: for k responsecategories,as in the
unorderedmultinomial model.
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Under proportional odds, the difference betweenmale and female speak—

ers must have the sameeffect at the two cutrpoints, but this is not the case
here:spealters’genderhasquite an effect on “first step" of lenition, from taps!

trills to one of the other categories,but has little effect at the “secondstep,”

from one of the first two categoriesto zeros.At the first cut—point,we see

174 taps/trills versus 3894 approximants/zeros for women, and 338 taps/trills

versus3665approximantsi’zerosfor men. Women favor the more lenited variw

ants by 95.7 percent to 91.6 percent, a difference of 0.725 logiodds. At the sec-

ond cut-point. there are 1569taps/trilisr’approximantsversus 2499 zeroesfor

women, and 1634tapsftrills/approximants versus2369 zeroes for men. Here,

women favor the more lenited variant by 61.4percentto 59.2percent,a differ,

ence of only 0.094 logiodds. The proportional odds assumption does not hold

with respectto gender.
For this reason,it would be inappropriate to force the Gretna post-vocalic

:-data into a proportional odds ordinal regression,although this doesnot indi-

catethat the three variants are truly unordered,or that the two different stages
of lenition are independentphenomena.

Ordinal logisticregressionisbettersuitedto modeldataon layl-diphthongization

in Waldorf, Maryland, reportedby Bowie (2001).This dataset,consistingof 4038

tokenscollectedfrom 25speakers,wasoriginally codedwith a threerwayresponse
variable:“monophthong” (9.8 percent)versus"weak glide" (12.9percent)versus
“full glide“ (77.3percent). However, the distinction was collapsed into a binary

oneamonophthong versus diphthong (i.e.,weal; and fullAglide tokens}—before

multivariate analysis,becausethe distinction betweenweak and full diphthongs

was “not found to produce meaningful results” (342).

Bowie (2001) provides a full discussion of all the predictors analyzed,

including stress, style, following phonological environment, and syntactic

Environment,but here, the focus is on two external predictors, age and gen—
der. There is a clear effect of age,with younger speakersmore likely to use
the diphthong. Similarly, femaleslead in the useof the standard (diphthongal)

variant. Under the hypothesisthat this is an ordered process—monopltthong

> weak glide > full glideithen the tworway choiceanalyzed in Bowie (2001)

is the first cut-point of an ordinal regression.The secondcutrpoint separates
monophthongsand weak diphthongs,on the one hand, from full diphthongs,

on the other. We first validate the proportional oddsassumptionwith an unor—
deredmultinomial regressionmodel, and find that ageand genderaffect both

stepsof the diphthongization processto a similar degree,in contrast to what

was observed in the Gretna sample.There are also formal tests for validate

ing a proportional odds assumption,but Harrell (2001:335)reports that these

teststoo-frequently rejectthe null hypothesisof proportional odds,and thus an
informal approachis sufficient. We then fit an ordered multinomial model to
the data; the between-speaker results are summarized in table 11.5. The results

suggeststhat the weak/full glide distinction is indeed meaningful in this data.

This is expected if monophthongization proceedsgradually, and what were
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Table11.5.Waldorf lay/7111onophtbongizationordered
multinomial logistic regression(externaleffects only)

log-odds

Strongvs.weal;g1ide/monophthong 1,323
Strongr‘wealt glide vs. monophthong 2,579

male 0.336

female —o.336

born before 1910 1.858

born 1910—1939 0.3.71
born 194071949 o.366

born 1950—1959 —o.4o4
born 196071969 70.412

born 1970—1979 "0954
born after 1980 —o.825

recordedas weak and full glides are not natural categoriesbut rather a useful
categorizationassignedto a continuousvariable,suchasglide length,

If one is dealing with an ordered responseand the data conforms to the
proportional odds assumption, there are two main advantagesto using an
ordinal method. First, the coefficient estimatesshould be more accurate in
the sensethat the model will better describethe underlying population and
be more useful for the prediction of future data. The secondadvantageto an
ordinal method is that is it lowers the likelihood of Type 11error (failing to
reject a null hypothesiswhen the alternative hypothesis is true), while avoid-
ing the problemsinherent in making multiple comparisonsover the results of
separatebinary regressions.If we havereasonto believethat a multiple-variant
outcomere■ectsan underlying ordering, then someform of ordinal modeling
is desirable.

METHODS FOR CONTINUOUS VARIABLES

Often the variablesof interest can be measuredon a continuousscale,such as
acousticmeasuresextracted from a recordedspeechsignal. This section com—
paresseveralmodern methods used to study continuous outcomes.The meth—
ods describedare usedhere to study vowel formants in the F13;F2 space,but
such techniquesapply naturally to continuousoutcomesof other types.

Bigham, White—Sustaita, and Hinrichs (2009) administered word lists to 52
Anglo-American,MexicanAmerican, and African American speakersin Austin,
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Texas; here we look at paired tokens of but and bought, and bod and flawed. Bot

and had represent a vowel (written LOT, following Wells 1982) that is etymo—

logically distinct from the vowel of bought and hatred {written THOUGHT),

but thesevowelclasseshavemergedor are in the processof merging for many
North American English speakers.

SimpleTwo-SampleTests
Thesetwoesampletestsare univariate methods that can be usedto test the null

hypothesis that the two etymological classesare acoustically identical at the

population level.
The retest.The I—testis a classof methods for testing the null hypothesis

that two subsampleshaveidentical means.Thesesamplescan either bepaired,

in which caseeach observation from one subsamplestands in a one-to-one
relationship with an observationfrom the other subsainple,or unpaired,when

this doesnot hold. The Bighamet al. data consistsstrictly of minimal pairs, so
it is natural to pair tokensof had and hnwed,and but and bought,respectively.

Even when the pairing requires the researcherto excludewords that are not

one part of a minimal pair, Herold (1990: 73) and Johnson (2010: 108) argue

that unpaired t-testsare a poor tool for quantifying merger,sincethe testsfre-

quently result in assigninga significant effect for vowel classeven to speakers

who are judged by the researcherto be merged in production. This is likely

causedby the omissionof phonologicalcontext,which happensto be associated

with vowel classmembership.
Variance (equal to the standard deviation squared) is a standard measure of

howfar awayindividualvaluesin a sampleor populationarefrom themean.When

two subsampleshavethe samevariance,they are said to be homoscedastic,and

heteroscedasticotherwise.For this data,the assumptionof homoscedasticityis not
strictly true: THOUGHT haslowervariancefor both F1and F2.Heteroscedasticity

betweentwo vowelclassesundergoingmergerhasbeenobservedin other studies
(e.g., Johnson 2010: 113,128); this may indicate that the speaker is stylershifting

towards,or awayfrom, merger.The imcqunbmriuncevarietiesof the t-test,which

do not assumehomoscedasticity,are the defaultchoicefor mosttasksand it is this

type that is usedhere.The resultsfor the two formantsfind a differencein F1(p

: 0.0024) and in F2 (13: 1.9e~os),and inspection of the means and medians shows

that LOT is lowerand more front than THOUGHT.
The Wilcoxontest.The t-test usedabovedoesnot assumethe classesshare

the samedegreeof variance,but it does assumethat the two classesare nor-
mally distributed. Sincethis assumption is often violated in practice,it is often

preferableto use the family of Wilcoxon tests,especiallywhen communicat—

ing with other fields (such as other social sciences)where the latesthas been

replacedby this family of tests,which are free of assumptionsof homoscedas—

ticity or normally distributed data. Whereas the t—testscompare means,and
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thereforecan be greatly influenced by outlying data points, the Wilcoxon tests
focus on medians,for which the influence of outliers is minimal. The test used
here,the l/‘V'i'icoxorisignedrank test,evaluatesthe null hypothesisthat the paired
setsof vowelshavethe samemedian formant values;the resulting p valuesfor
F1 (p 2 0.002), and and F2 (p = 8.7eeos)are now somewhat smaller.

Testswith Multiple Predictors
Both the t-test and the Wilcoxon test found a significant difference between
LOT and THOUGHT for F1 and F2. However, these univariate tests are of
lessuse for looking at the demographicpredictors of merger,since they only
allow the data to be partitioned into two subsamples.In manycases,the data is
unbalancedaccording to the various other predictors (because,for instance, it
wascollectedfrom spontaneousspeech),which meansthat a failure to control
for demographicfactorsor grammatical factors can undermine the attempt to
determinewhether the two vowelsare underlyingly different.

Mixed-effectregression.Linear regressionis the classictechniquefor one or
more predictors of continuous outcomes;the most basiccaseis not illustrated
here. Linear regressionalso permits random effectsto be included as predic-
tors. While linear regressionby default assumeshomoscedasticitybetween
binary predictors, it is also possibleto allow for heteroscedasticitybetween,for
instance,the two vowelclasses.

To computesuch a model over the whole sample,F1and/or F2 valuesare
the outcomes, and vowel—classidentity and the following consonant (/t/ or /d/l

are the fixed effects.To thesemodelsit is possibleto add in per—speakerpredic~
tors that addressthe role of ethnicity, gender,and ageon participation in the
merger; thesethree are treated as fixedneffectsinteractions with vowel class.
These interaction terms are simply the “predictor” vectors derived from the
combination of vowel classand ethnicity, so that the model estimatesthe effect
of vowel classfor the whole population, but also the effect of vowel classfor
eachethnic group. The final componentsto this model are per-speakerinters
ceptsand a random—effectinteraction for random slope)betweenspeakerand
vowel identity. The former controls for physiologicaldifferencesbetweenspeak—
ers which influence formant measures (i.e., it is a form of normalization), and
the latter allows speakersto differ on their participation in the merger.Table
11.6reports the subsetof the F2 model that pertains to ageand ethnicity. The
column marked “estimate” reports the predictedchangein F2in Hz.

The F2 mode] finds a small but significant difference betweenthe F2 of
LOT and THOUGHT; for Anglo speakers,the predicted sizeof the contrast is
approximately70 Hz. However,there is a strong interaction betweenvowel class
and the other two ethnicities: African American speakershave twice as large
a contrast. whereasthe contrast is almost completelyneutralized for Mexican
American speakers.
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Table 11.6. Austin LOT/THOUGHT F2 heteroscedastic

mixed-effects regression

estimate p—value

(intercept) 1216.4; 2.1016

LOT 35.57- 0.001

THOUGHT c355,.”

male —74.56 3.6e—05

female 74.56

AngloaAmerican 70.69 0373

African American 11.21

Mexican American ~1052

Anglo-American and LOT —o.71 0.011

Anglo—American and THOUGHT 0.71

African American and LOT 35.40

African American and THOUGHT -35.4o

Mexican American and LOT 734.68

Tests for Multivariate Outcomes

Sofar, F1and F2havebeentreatedseparately,focusingon Fz’smore robust sep-
aration of the vowel classes.Modeling the two formants separatelymakesthe

resultsdifficult to interpret. since there may be somecorrelation betweenthe

two, especiallynear the bottom of the vowelspace,(andof course,F2is defined

in sucha way that it is alwaysgreaterthan F1).Justas multiple predictors are
neededto deal with complexcausalstructures, testsfor multivariate outcomes

are a necessitywhen the outcome itself exists on more than one dimension.

The designsconsideredin this section all convert the data into a per-speaker

measureof the separationbetweenthe two vowelclasses.

Euclidean distance. One way to compute a distance between two vowel

classesis to compute the Euclidean (or Cartesian, or Pythagorean)distance

(e.g., Gordon et al, 2004:145).This is simply the length that would be obtained

by measuring the distancebetweentwo points in F1x F2 plane with a ruler.

The Euclidean distance betweenthe points is given by the Pythagoreanthe—

orem: it is the square root of the sum of two quantities, the squareddiffer—

encein mean F1 and the squareddifference in mean F2. While this measure
is intuitive, there are potential problemswith it. First. the relativecontribution

of F1and F2 to the ultimate distancemeasureis fixed to be equal,which may
be undesirablewhen one of the acousticmeasureshas a larger range or dif—

ferent variance.Secondly,we havenot addressedthe possibility of correlations

)r.
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betweenF1and F2; any correlative structure will be artificiallv inflated when
they are combined in this fashion. I

Multivariate analysisof variance.[n a study of vowel merger,Hay,Warren,
and Drager (2006) fit a type of multivariate outcomemodel called MANOVA
to eachspeaker,using vowel classasthe main predictor and F1and F2 asout—
comes.From these perrspeakermodels,Hav et al. compute a quantity called
the Pillni score{or trace),which is simply the proportion of multivariate vari—
anceaccountedfor by the vowel classpredictor. The Pillai score is near zero
when no variance is accounted for by vowel class, and if all variance is clue to
vowelclass,the Pillai Scoreis one.This methodalsocontrols for any correlation
betweenF1and F1. Figure 11.1plots the vowelaclassmediansof the two speak—

ers in the Austin data with the highest,and lowest,vowel-classPillai scores.
As can be seen,the tokens of the low Pillai score speakersare not well

separated by vowel class, consistent with merger and their low score, and the

speakerswith the highestscoresare well separatedby vowel class,though these
two speakershavevery different acoustictargets.

Both Pillai scoreand Euclideandistancefor the LOT—THOUGHTcontrast
as produced by the speakersin the Atlas of North American English (Labov,
Ash, 8t Boberg 2006) is plotted in figure 11.2.The speakersare plotted by
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Distance metrics for LOT and THUUGl-l'l'
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Figure 11.2..North American English LOT/THOUGHT distance by region and
speaker

region (with the exceptionof the five speakersfrom New York City), and the

shapesindicate the interviewers’ impressionisticcoding of the degreeto which

the speakerwasperceivedto be merged.As can be seen,the two measuresare
highly correlatedin all nine regions.At least in this case,the Pillai scoreand

Euclidean distance metrics produce results so similar that they can be used

interchangeably.The one caveat is that Pillai score may not be appropriate
when the number of observationsper speakeris very small.

Summary

Sociolinguistscan deploy a rich variety of methods in the study of continu-

ous outcomes, including paired univariate methods with and without the

assumptionsof heteroscedasticityand normality (titests and Wilcoxon tests),

mixed-effectlinear regression.and models for correlatedmultivariate outcomes
(MANOVA). As always,i1 is crucial to attend to the assumptionsinherent in
statistical techniques.
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Having shown the effectsthat assumptionsabout the datamakeon the results
of inferential analysis, the one assumption that remains to be considered is the

frequentislparadigm itself.
A Bayesnew world? Frequentism is the name given to the traditional

approach to statistics that coalescedin the early twentieth century around
the statisticians Egon Pearson,Ronald Fisher, and their collaborators, and
implicitly assumedin this chapter; it stands in contrast with a secondpara,
digm known as Bayesianism,after eighteenth—centuryminister Thomas Bayesj
which hasdevelopedonly in the past few decades.Whereasfrequentistanalysis
is concernedwith the probability of rejecting a null hypothesis,the Bayesian
approachfocuseson the changein probability of a null hypothesisbeforeand
after performing data collection and statistical testing. The following example
illustratesthis contrast.

Frequentismand Friday effects.A sociolinguist‘s data collection is very
much influenced by prior knowledge about the speechcommunity, univer—
salsof languagevariation, and so on. The null hypothesesthat are ultimately
subject to testing are generally quite likely to be false; in BayesiantermS,the
prior probability of the null hypothesisis quite low, and consequently,its rejec-
tion is not a particular surprise. This logic has more interestingconsequences
when one considersa null hypothesis that is quite likely to be true, such as
the hypothesis that New Yorkers produce the same rates of the variants of
post-vocalicr on Fridaysas during the rest of the week. If howevera statisti-
cal test reports a significant Friday effect (e.g.,p : 0.03),frequentistprinciples
require the researcherto take this result seriously,even in the absenceof a
mechanisticexplanationfor any componentof this correlationbetweendaysof
the weekand phonetic variation.

However,the Bayesiantheory has a different take on this kind of unlikely,
but significant, result. It is only rational that to reject sucha strongly believed
null hypothesisdemandsextraordinary evidenceto causeusto shift our beliefs.
leffreys (1939)describesa Bayesianmethod to integrateour prior beliefs about
the non—existenceof Friday effectswith the result of the experiment.Beforethe
experiment,the researchermust specify a prior probability of the null hypoth—
esis. While Labov’s study of New York City post—vocalic r discussed earlier
has severalreplicationsover the last half century, none of the studiesmention
day—ofrweekeffects, nor are they discussed in any sociolinguistic work of which

we are aware.Given this, one might somewhatarbitrarily say that the prior
probability of the null hypothesis is 0.99; that is, it is unlikely that the null
hypothesisis falseand there really is a Friday effect. The posterior probability
(1.6.,the probability that the null hypothesis is true after the statistical test) is
given by dividing the p—valueof the statistical test by the sum of the following

two terms: the product of thep—valueand the prior probability, and the product
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of the one minus the p—valueand one minus the prior. For this example.the

denominator is (0.03 x 0.99) + (0.97 X 0.01) : 0.039, and thus the posterior prob,

ability is 003/0039 = 0.761.The change from the prior probability of 0.99 to the

posteriorof 0.7614indicatesthat this singletesthasnot deeplyshakenthe faith

in the null hypothesisof no Friday effect.While sociolinguisticshasnot gener—
ally usedsuch explicit computation of posterior probabilities, it seemsunlikely

a single Fridays effect study would take the field by storm, simply becauseof

the a priori unlikeliness of such an effect. After all, eventsof probability 0.03
do occur by chance—3percentof the time, to be precise—soa p—valueof 0.03
should not lead to abjectcertainty in the veracity of the alternativehypothesis.

Proving the null. Conversely,when we apply statistical analysisunder the

frequentist approach and the data fails to provide strong evidence to reject

a null hypothesis, it does not necessarilymean that the null hypothesis is

true: the failure to reject the null hypothesismay be due to too little data or
failing to control for nuisance variables, and it does not rule out the exis—

tence of some other alternative hypothesis that would result in rejection of

the null. Bayesianstatistical analysis tools allow the researcherto estimate

the probability of the null hypothesis leg, Gallistel 2009).The finding of a
non—effect (like Fridays) or noneinteraction (for instance, between style and

internal constraints on variants, as proposed by Sanlcoff 8r Labov 1979) may

itself be of considerable sociolinguistic import, and only Bayesianmethods

are capableof identifying them.

Against a Statistical Monoculture

The collaboration between statisticians and sociolinguists in the 19703was a

fruitful one, but advancesin statistics since then have been slow to diffuse

into sociolinguistic practice. Mixedreffectsmodelsprovide sociolinguistswith

an important new tool to excisethe assumptionthat speakersor words, for

instance, do not behavedifferently once appropriate demographic or gram—
matical constraints havebeen taken into account.While mixedreffectsmodels

provide a reasonableway to test this intuitively reasonablenull hypothesisand

identify when it is false. using fixedaeffectsmodels that fail to addressthese

concernsmay producespurious inferences(Gorman 2010).
Crossfertilr‘zotion. Sociolinguists have recently availed themselves of

sophisticatedpsycholinguisticparadigms (Loudermilk, chapter7 this volume),

and the potential for collaboration is clear. In psycholirrgrristics.subject and

word effects have been addressed for decades (e.g., Clark 1973),and the lead—

ing journal ofMemory and Languagerecently dedicatedan issue(volume 59.

no. 4) to best practicesin statisticalanalysis,which recommendsnrixedreffects

modelsfor thesepurposes.A.sharedstatistical vocabularywill only strengthen

the alliance betweensociolinguistsand psycholinguists(amongother research
communities).
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Some new tools. Sociolinguists have long benefited from free software
packages like YARBRUL (and descendants like GoldVarb). lo the past, those

who wished to use other methods (such as more~generalregression mod
els) had no choice but to pay large sums for proprietary statistical software.
Sociolinguistscan now avail themselvesof a hugelibrary of statisticalmethods
using the free, cross—platformenvironmentknown asR, which hasbecomethe
lingua franca for quantitative analysisof everystripe. R, of course,is capableof
emulating the featuresof VARBRUL."

There is a learning curve associated with a new statistical interface, and

R is no exception. The second author is the creator of Rbrul (Johnson 2009),

which providesa guided interfacefor regressionmodeling with random effects,
continuous predictors and/0r responses,and interactions, but this is only a
stopgapmeasure,and researcherswishing to avail themselvesof the full power
of modern statistics will need the full power of modern statistical software.
While this may seemdaunting, it is important for sociolinguists to rise to the
statistical challengesposedby their complexand meaningful data in further-

anceof science.
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I. In this chapter,we usep—valuesto report the “exact level of significance”
(Gigerenzer, Krauss, & Vitouch 2004), and thus do not limit ourselves to statements
like “p < 0.05."

2. One such casewas brought to our attention by Robert Bayley,Lucas.Bayley,and
Valli (2001),in a large—scalesurvey of variation in American Sign Language(ASL).
translate the ageof a signer into a thr-eeelevelpredictor. under the reasonable
hypothesis that the true relevanceof ageto variation in their population is that
informants of different agesencountereddifferent administrative policies toward
ASL in the classroom.Recentwork by theseauthors and collaborators (McCaslsill.
Lucas, Hayley, ExHill 201i). which focuses on ASL in the African American

community. groups signers into those who attended school before and after
integration of the schools for Deaf children in the southern United States.
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3. The modelspresentedin this section dependon having data on the level of the
observation,making it possible to control for any grammatical predictors on
opposing variants. if all that is availableare the percentagesof variants used by
eachspealter,an appropriate method is compositionaldata analysis(Aitchison
2003).

4. All the analysesand graphics in this chapter were created in R. Someof the
code used in this chapter is available at http:/i'lirigupeiin.edul~ltgurinart/papers]
handbookl
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